
OSWALD AS SOLE SUSPECT 

SUPPLEMEMT NO. # 2 

1. Cites Liebeler no date.. .but file Drawer 9 in Garage. . . Liebeler in this 

exchange with Cockburn shreds the testimony of Brennen. . .(This was 

years after the WCR was published in 1964... 

. Review of Caro’s vol. 4 writes that LBJ on eve of the Dallas trip believed 

that he would not be on the ballot w/ JFK in 1964. . . .so he accepts the Life 

mag story that was setting out the facts of LBJ’s scandals. . . .(If needed | 

can cite Caro as giving my files on this (see Phil Nelson). . . to includein 

writing. . . 3\ 

. Acopy of a piece | wrote called “Keep Off the Grassy Knoll” . . .It’s most 

likely use would be the testimony of the bike jockies that the FBI studiously 

avoided. . . (Jackson is featured). . . 

JFK Lancer piece indicating that Fritz did take notes .. .Here is a sample of 

notes from session 11/22 3:15 to 4:15. ... Point here is that | need to 

check w/ Clay about SS sample of notes that were taken . . .None of this 

business makes any sense when we _ check SS Inspector Kelley’s accounts 

of interviews w/ Oswald in the WCR,. . . 

. Director, FBI, to Attorney General 11/25/’63 62-109060-7 (section 1) This 

comes a day after Oswald’s murder. .. Suggests that FBI had made a case 

against the dead Oswald... 

President of the Dallas Bar Association (H. Louis Nichois) in Dallas Morning 

News 12/16/’63 aimed his criticism at the American population for 

convicting Oswald when he never had a trial where the evidence was 

tested before a jury, etc. . . (He did not say Oswald was lynched). . . 

Chronology in case of Oswald. 15-82555-505 (section 23) notes that Oswald 

was charged with Tippit’s murder on 11/22 at approximately 6:00 P.M. 

(CST)... .Ass. DA Alexander filed complaint against Oswald for the murder 

of JFK at 11:25 p.m. 

Epigram from Alice in Wonderland. . .”No, no verdict first then the trial”. . . 

Snatches fro DiEugenio (Part 1 was this on Buggsie??) assuming Oswaid had 

gone totrial...
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10. Notes to “Silver Dollar” documents. . . .Note “Silver Dollar War Room.” ... 

.Key document. . . .”"War Room” gives it away. . . Clay warns me off this use 

Also ARRB response to Peter Dale Scott on 112" Intell. Corps Group at San 

Antonio. 

11. Donald M. Wilson, Acting Director of US Information Agency 11/25/63 

cites samples of world reaction to Oswald assassination . .. Memo was 

addressed to William Moyers , document from LBJ Library. . .**** Key 

document because it revealed that the series of events over the weekend 

of 11-22-11/24 revealed that the US, in the eyes of the international press, 

was the biggest banana republic in the world. . . 

12. Walter Jenkins to Lyndon Johnson 11/24/’63 RG 64 NARA, 

Correspondence w/ Burke Marshall, to Correspondence regarding 

Declassification of Jenkins Memo, Box 10. This is Hoover reporting on 11/24 

re: the threat to the Dallas FBI office about taking Oswald out of the hands 

of the police and lynching him. . .FBI notified the Dallas police department . 

.. .the same threat made to the Dallas PD and to the Sheriff’s office in the 

early morning hours of 11/24. . Read carefully before using.. 

13. SS Lane Bertram to Inspector Thomas Kelley 12/11/63 CD 320 (my copy 

from Hal’s Agent Oswald’s Lonnie Hudkins (Office File) . ..Hudkins relayed 

to Bertram that George Butler, Head of the Dallas PD Juvenile Division 

repeated after JFK’s death “I am glad the son-of-a-bitch is dead, but | wish it 

had not happened in Dallas”. .. and other similar statements. . . .*** What 

role did Butler play in the removal of Oswald on Sunday morning. . . Did he 

give the all clear (that is all clear to Ruby). . . 

14. Oswald wanted Abt as his lawyer. . .He did not want a lawyer from the 

Dallas Bar Association . . . 

15. Rosen to Belmont 11/23/’63 62-109060-106(section 1) Among evidence 

sent to BuLab on 11/23 was FBI’s determination that the shirt Oswald was 

arrested in was the one he wore to work that day... 

16. Rosen to Belmont 12/6/63 62-109060-1868 .. .Original was a 44-(Ruby )- 

unrecorded... .*** Point here is the FBI’s certain suspicion that elements



of the Dallas PD were in collusion w/ the setup that allowed Ruby access to 

Oswald. (Verify more w/ Tickler file in BOT on p. 363.. 
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17.Note to myself. . .44-1639-34 records LBJ’s phone call to Mrs. Tippit on 

11/23 (?) in which he yokes Oswald’s killing of Tippit with his assassination 

of JFK. (Do | have this document or news story???). ... Notes Wade’s 

broadcasting Oswald’s quilt all over the Dallas press and national press. . .| 

may want to marry this up w/ my Wade files. . . 

18. Dr. Rose’s autopsy report on Oswald 11/24/’63 He notes that deceased 

was 59“... .estimated weight was 150 pounds... age was 24... Notes no 

gross physical abnormalities associated with Oswald’s brain . . .With piece 

by Bill Simpich referencing Oswald’s vitals. . . 

19. SS John Kelley’s account of Belin’s Cooke’s Tour of the murder scene as 

interpreted by Belin and Belin and Belin and Ball... Belin’s tourincluded 

Cooper, McCloy, James Malley of FBI, and SS agentTom Kelley... .For best 

results | should marry this doc. with Liebeler’s view of the Man in the 6" 

floor window. . . sometime in the 1970s | believe. .. .Check out the 

document in File Drawer 9 in garage. . ..Good for what was generally 

assumed by most of the Commission lawyers that Brennen’s testimo9ny 

was worthless... .NARA, RG 541, Box 16... Joan Zimmerman Files. . . 

20. Arrest of Wesley Frazier on 11/22 for suspicion of involvement in the JFK 

shooting. . . (modifies Oswald as sole suspect. ..momenterly. ... 

21. Hoover kissing LBJ’s ass... .LBJ allowed him to stay on pasts SS deadline. . 

. renewed on a yearly basis. . .LBJ had Hoover’s pecker in his pocket. . . 
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